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ABSTRACT: Big Data concern large-volume, complex, 

growing data sets with multiple, autonomous sources. 

With the fast development of networking, data storage, 

and the data collection capacity, Big Data are now 

rapidly expanding in all science and engineering 

domains, including physical, biological and biomedical 

sciences. This paper presents a HACE theorem that 

characterizes the features of the Big Data revolution, 

and proposes a Big Data processing model, from the 

data mining perspective. This data-driven model 

involves demand-driven aggregation of information 

sources, mining and analysis, user interest modeling, 

and security and privacy considerations. We analyze the 

challenging issues in the data-driven model and also in 

the Big Data revolution. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION

 
FIG 1: Structure of Data Mining 

 

Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or 

knowledge discovery) is the process of analyzing data 

from different perspectives and summarizing it into 

useful information - information that can be used to 

increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining 

software is one of a number of analytical tools for 

analyzing data. It allows users to analyze data from many 

different dimensions or angles, categorize it, and 

summarize the relationships identified. Technically, data 

mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns 

among dozens of fields in large relational databases. 

While large-scale information technology has been 

evolving separate transaction and analytical systems, data 

mining provides the link between the two. Data mining 

software analyzes relationships and patterns in stored 

transaction data based on open-ended user queries. 

Several types of analytical software are available: 

statistical, machine learning, and neural networks.  

 

Classes: Stored data is used to locate data in 

predetermined groups. For example, a restaurant chain 

could mine customer purchase data to determine when 

customers visit and what they typically order. This 

information could be used to increase traffic by having 

daily specials. 

 

Clusters: Data items are grouped according to logical 

relationships or consumer preferences. For example, data 

can be mined to identify market segments or consumer 

affinities. 

 

Associations: Data can be mined to identify associations. 

The beer-diaper example is an example of associative 

mining. 

 

Sequential patterns: Data is mined to anticipate 

behavior patterns and trends. For example, an outdoor 

equipment retailer could predict the likelihood of a 
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backpack being purchased based on a consumer's 

purchase of sleeping bags and hiking shoes. 

 

Extract, transform, and load transaction data onto the data 

warehouse system. Store and manage the data in a 

multidimensional database system. Provide data access to 

business analysts and information technology 

professionals. Analyze the data by application software. 

Present the data in a useful format, such as a graph or 

table. 

 

Artificial neural networks: Non-linear predictive 

models that learn through training and resemble 

biological neural networks in structure. 

Genetic algorithms: Optimization techniques that use 

process such as genetic combination, mutation, and 

natural selection in a design based on the concepts of 

natural evolution. 

Decision trees: Tree-shaped structures that represent sets 

of decisions. These decisions generate rules for the 

classification of a dataset. Specific decision tree methods 

include Classification and Regression Trees (CART) and 

Chi Square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID). 

CART and CHAID are decision tree techniques used for 

classification of a dataset. They provide a set of rules that 

you can apply to a new (unclassified) dataset to predict 

which records will have a given outcome. CART 

segments a dataset by creating 2-way splits while CHAID 

segments using chi square tests to create multi-way splits. 

CART typically requires less data preparation than 

CHAID. 

Nearest neighbor method: A technique that classifies 

each record in a dataset based on a combination of the 

classes of the k record(s) most similar to it in a historical 

dataset (where k=1). Sometimes called the k-nearest 

neighbor technique. 

Rule induction: The extraction of useful if-then rules 

from data based on statistical significance. 

Data visualization: The visual interpretation of complex 

relationships in multidimensional data. Graphics tools are 

used to illustrate data relationships. 

Large quantities of data: The volume of data so great it 

has to be analyzed by automated techniques e.g. satellite 

information, credit card transactions etc. 

Noisy, incomplete data: Imprecise data is the 

characteristic of all data collection. 

Complex data structure: conventional statistical 

analysis not possible 

Heterogeneous data stored in legacy systems 

Benefits of Data Mining: 

It’s one of the most effective services that are available 

today. With the help of data mining, one can discover 

precious information about the customers and their 

behavior for a specific set of products and evaluate and 

analyze, store, mine and load data related to them. An 

analytical CRM model and strategic business related 

decisions can be made with the help of data mining as it 

helps in providing a complete synopsis of customers. An 

endless number of organizations have installed data 

mining projects and it has helped them see their own 

companies make an unprecedented improvement in their 

marketing strategies (Campaigns). Data mining is 

generally used by organizations with a solid customer 

focus. For its flexible nature as far as applicability is 

concerned is being used vehemently in applications to 

foresee crucial data including industry analysis and 

consumer buying behaviors. Fast paced and prompt 

access to data along with economic processing techniques 

have made data mining one of the most suitable services 

that a company seek 

 

II. SYSTEM PREMELIRIES 

A. INTEGRATING AND MINING BIODATA: 

We have integrated and mined biodata from multiple 

sources to decipher and utilize the structure of biological 

networks to shed new insights on the functions of 

biological systems. We address the theoretical 
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underpinnings and current and future enabling 

technologies for integrating and mining biological 

networks. We have expanded and integrated the 

techniques and methods in information acquisition, 

transmission, and processing for information networks. 

We have developed methods for semantic-based data 

integra-tion, automated hypothesis generation from 

mined data, and automated scalable analytical tools to 

evaluate simulation results and refine models. 

 

B. BIG DATA FAST RESPONSE: 

We propose to build a stream-based Big Data analytic 

framework for fast response and real-time decision 

making. Designing Big Data sampling mechanisms to 

reduce Big Data volumes to a   manageable size for 

processing. Building prediction models from Big Data 

streams. Such models can adaptively adjust to the 

dynamic changing of the data, as well as accurately 

predict the trend of the data in the future; and A 

knowledge indexing framework to ensure real-time data 

monitoring and classification for Big Data applications. 

 

C. PATTERN MATCHING AND MINING: 

We perform a systematic investigation on pattern 

matching, pattern mining with wildcards, and application 

problems as follows: Exploration of the NP-hard 

complexity of the matching and mining problems, 

Multiple patterns matching with wildcards, Approximate 

pattern matching and mining, and Application of our 

research onto ubiquitous personalized information 

processing and bioinformatics. 

 

D. KEY TECHNOLOGIES FOR INTEGRATION 

AND MINING: 

We have performed an investigation on the availability 

and statistical regularities of multisource, massive and 

dynamic information, including cross-media search based 

on information extraction, sampling, uncertain informa-

tion querying, and cross-domain and cross-platform 

information polymerization. To break through the 

limitations of traditional data mining methods, we have 

studied heterogeneous information discovery and mining 

in complex inline data, mining in data streams, 

multigranularity knowledge discovery from massive 

multisource data, distribution regula-rities of massive 

knowledge, quality fusion of massive knowledge. 

E. GROUP INFLUENCE AND INTERACTIONS: 

Employing group influence and information diffusion 

models, and deliberating group interaction rules in social 

networks using dynamic game theory Studying 

interactive individual selection and effect evaluations 

under social networks affected by group emotion, and 

analyzing emotional interactions and influence among 

individuals and groups, and Establishing an interactive 

influence model and its computing methods for social 

network groups, to reveal the interactive influence effects 

and evolution of social networks. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented the design and 

implementation of IntTest, a novel integrated service 

integrity attestation framework for multitenant software-

as-a-service cloud systems. IntTest employs randomized 

replay-based consistency check to verify the integrity of 

distributed service components without imposing high 

overhead to the cloud infrastructure. IntTest performs 

integrated analysis over both consistency and 

inconsistency attestation graphs to pinpoint colluding 

attackers more efficiently than existing techniques. 

Furthermore, IntTest provides result autocorrection to 

automatically correct compromised results to improve the 

result quality. We have implemented IntTest and tested it 

on a commercial data stream processing platform running 

inside a production virtualized cloud computing 

infrastructure. Our experimental results show that IntTest 

can achieve higher pinpointing accuracy than existing 

alternative schemes. IntTest is lightweight, which 

imposes low-performance impact to the data processing 

services running inside the cloud computing 

infrastructure. 
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